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SERIE EXPERT
new eco-responsible packaging

Today, the historic line SERIE EXPERT reinvents herself and writes a new page in its
history. New experience, new gestures in living room, new range, new packaging, more
environmentally friendly, characterized by a higher degree of customization, both in living
room at home.
One of the secrets of production of the new EXPERT SERIES is its professional
concentration: up to 25% of assets.
SERIE EXPERT now includes a wide range of treatment grouped 4 families to meet all
needs.

For COLORED HAIR With HIGHLIGHTS Or Bleached
VITAMINO COLOR: the professional treatment enriched with whole-OX which helps to
preserve the brilliance of color, enhancing the brilliance.
SILVER: silver or white hair shampoo created for and, due to their magnesium,
counteracts the unwanted purple pigments, enriched with Auburn tones, amino acids and
anti-yellowing agents.

For HAIR That REQUIRE INTENSIVE TREATMENT
ABSOLUT REPAIR LIPIDIUM: thanks to the formula that contains Lipidium Complex,
helps to repair the hair.
NUTRIFIER: created for dry and undernourished. The 7 products in its line contain 
coconut oil, rich in essential fatty acids, and glycerol, an emollient active.
INFORCER: is the first anti-breakage treatment hair Strengthener, concentrated in vitamin
B6 and biotin. It also promises less knots untangled hair more easily and more shine and
softness.

TO ENHANCE YOUR LOOK
LISS UNLIMITED: a range enriched with Pro-keratine, which gives smooth hair and an
elegant and controlled up to 4 days * (* lab tests).
VOLUMETRY: this line gives big hair and well fed.
CURL CONTOUR: preparing, defines and gives the ricci elasticity and shine.

SPECIFIC TREATMENTS FOR THE SKIN
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INTENSE CLEAR: cleanses the scalp and is a specific treatment for all hair types prone to
dandruff.
SENSIBALANCE: powered by derivatives of sorbitol and vitamin PP, is the ideal shampoo
to soothe sensitive skin.
PURE RESOURCE: a shampoo enriched with Citramina, created to remove from the hair
styling product buildup in hard water, limescale and excess sebum.
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